Museum

SCAVENGER HUNT

Can you find all of the items listed below? See how many you can spot on your journey through Gettysburg Beyond the Battle Museum!

☐ Dinosaur footprints
   (Gallery 1: Natural History)

☐ Meteorite
   (Gallery 1: Natural History)

☐ Megalodon (shark) tooth
   (Gallery 2: Native Americans)

☐ Mason-Dixon crown stone
   (Gallery 3: Life on the Frontier)

☐ Hidden money in the tavern
   (Gallery 4: Revolutionary America)

☐ Hat made of beaver fur
   (Gallery 5: A Growing Community)

☐ Deer tail ("bucktail")
   (Gallery 6: The Civil War)

☐ Emma’s handkerchief
   (Gallery 7: The War Comes Home)

☐ Anna’s missing doll
   (Gallery 8: Caught in the Crossfire)

☐ Bullet holes in a bedframe
   (Gallery 9: The Aftermath)

☐ Cannonball in a tree
   (Gallery 9: The Aftermath)

☐ Battlefield vulture
   (Gallery 9: The Aftermath)

☐ Gas mask
   (Gallery 11: Preservation & Progress)

☐ Baseball bat
   (Gallery 11: Preservation & Progress)

☐ Bicycle
   (Gallery 11: Preservation & Progress)

☐ Railroad spike
   (Gallery 11: Preservation & Progress)

☐ Mamie’s hat
   (Gallery 12: The Recent Past)

☐ A secret message for President Eisenhower
   (Gallery 12: The Recent Past)

Thanks for visiting Gettysburg Beyond the Battle Museum!
Go to achs-pa.org for more educational resources.